Dingo Den Animal Rescue Foster Care Agreement
YOUR DETAILS
Name
Phone
Email
Address
State
Postcode

I, _________________________ (printed name), understand that the following
conditions apply when fostering for Dingo Den Animal Rescue.

Foster Care Agreement.
1.

2.
3.
4.

I understand that the dingo/s in my care remain at all times the property of
Dingo Den Animal Rescue (DDAR) and can be removed from my home at
any time at the discretion of DDAR.
I will notify DDAR immediately of any change to the contact details
recorded in this application.
I agree to accept the dingo/s into my care as a DDAR Foster carer, until
they are permanently rehomed or returned to DDAR.
When I receive the dingo/s I agree to accept them in their current
condition, health and behaviour. If I have any concerns about the health or
behaviour of my foster dingo/s, I will contact DDAR immediately.

Conditions of Care
1.
2.
3.

I agree to keep my foster dingo/s on lead when outside of my property at
all times.
I agree to maintain my foster dingo/s environment in a clean and hygienic
manner at all times.
I agree that I will not take on any additional dogs/dingoes/animals into my
care from another organisation while I have DDAR dingo/s in my care
without DDAR approval.
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4.

5.

6.
7.

8.
9.

The information provided to DDAR as to the property on which the dingo/s
are to be held, and my ability to maintain the dingo/s health is true and not
misleading in anyway.
I understand that DDAR may, before or during the fostering period, inspect
the property that is to house the Dingo/s to ensure safety and security. As
a result of inspection, I may be requested to return the dingo/s to DDAR
care. I agree to do so at a mutually convenient time.
I agree to continue any medical treatment for the dingo/s as instructed by
DDAR.
I agree that I will attend any veterinary appointments, inspections and
organised meetings, or inform DDAR of any needs to reschedule
appointments beforehand.
I understand that if my foster dingo/s needs to see a vet, I will contact
DDAR to make an appointment.
I agree to not feed my dingo/s any other food that what is
supplied/informed to me. I understand that this could cause illness to my
foster dingo/s and will always consult DDAR members should I have any
serious concerns regarding my foster dingo/s eating habits.

Costs
1.

2.

3.

4.

I am aware that all day to day costs associated with the care of the dingo/s
is not covered by DDAR. Any issues acquiring food, care accessories and
other can be discussed with DDAR members.
I understand that should I take the dingo/s to any other vet than a DDAR
pre-approved veterinary clinic without prior consent, I will be held liable for
all costs involved.
I understand that DDAR cannot be held responsible for any injuries and/or
damage to property incurred due to my activities as a foster carer to my
home, my person, my possessions as well as any other person or person’s
home or possessions.
I indemnify DDAR and its volunteers for any liability, costs or expenses
that arise as a result of my actions or omissions (including negligence) of
the dingo/s condition, health and behaviour. I acknowledge that I am
responsible (not DDAR) for the animal’s behaviour and health whilst in my
care.

Regular Contact
1.

2.
3.

I agree to make regular fortnightly contact with DDAR to provide an update
on the well-being of the dingo/s in my care (acceptable forms include;
email, phone and in person).
I agree to contact DDAR IMMEDIATELY if the dingo/s is sick, injured or
lost.
I agree that in the unlikely event that my foster Dingo/s escapes and goes
missing, it is my responsibility to do everything possible to find the dingo/s.
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Adoption Enquires
1.

2.

I agree to make the dingo/s promptly available for inspection at the very
earliest mutually agreeable time and I agree to actively participate in the
inspection by;
a.
Providing the potential adopter with relevant information about the
Dingo/s temperament and health to enable the person to make an
informed decision.
b.
Allowing DDAR members to inspect my dingo/s for their adoption
profiles; including (but not exclusive to) photographing them, health
checks and weighing.
c.
Not allowing any adopter to take dingo/s without first going to DDAR
sanctuary to complete the adoption paperwork.
I understand that should I wish to adopt the dingo/s in my care, I am
subject to the same conditions as any adopter and it will be at the
discretion of the DDAR leaders to decide if it is appropriate for the foster
carer to adopt the dingo/s in their care. I realise that until the adoption has
been finalised, the dingo/s remain the property of DDAR.

Return of Dingo/s
1.
I agree to return the dingo/s to DDAR unconditionally and urgently upon
request.
2.
If during the fostering period I feel the dingo/s are unsuitable for any
reason, I will contact DDAR to arrange a mutually convenient time to
return them to DDAR.
I declare that I am 18 years or older and have read, understood and agreed to all the
terms and conditions contained within the Dingo Den Animal Rescue Foster Care
Agreement.

Sign: _________________________________
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Date: ________________

